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ABSTRACT

Determination of shakedown boundaries of 90-degree defect-free smooth pipe bends has received substantial attention by several researchers within the recent decades. However, scarce information is found within the literature regarding the determination of the shakedown boundary of cracked pipe bends. The current research outcomes include the determination of shakedown boundary for a circumferentially cracked 90-degree pipe bend via a simplified technique utilizing the finite element method, and introduction of Failure-Assessment-Diagrams (FAD) in compliance with the API 579 Failure-for-Service assessment of pressure vessel and piping components. The analyzed cracked pipe bend is subjected to the combined effect of steady internal pressure spectrum and cyclic In-Plane Closing (IPC) or opening (IPO) bending moments. Line Spring Elements (LSE) are embedded in quadratic shell elements to model part through cracks. Failure assessment diagrams (FAD) are developed through linking the J-integral fracture mechanics parameter with the shakedown limit moments of the analyzed cracked 90-degree pipe bend. The LSE outcomes illustrated satisfactory results in comparison to the results of verification studies: stress intensity factor, Shakedown (SD) limit, and limit load. Additionally, full elastic-plastic cyclic loading finite element analyses are conducted and the outcomes revealed good correlation with the results obtained via the simplified technique. The maximum load carrying capacity (limit moment) and the elastic domain are also computed thereby generating a Bree diagram for the cracked pipe bend.
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NOMENCLATURE

$C$ Paris law constant

$E$ Modulus of elasticity

$J$ J-integral

$J-ELA$ Elastic J-integral

$L$ Length of straight pipe

$P$ Internal pressure

$PEEQ$ Equivalent plastic strain

$Q$ Complete elliptic integral

$R$ Pipe bend radius

$D_m$ Pipe mean diameter

$G_j$ Influence coefficients

$J_{ic}$ Material fracture toughness

$K_{ic}$ Material fracture toughness

$K_r$ Toughness ratio

$L_r$ Load ratio

$M_{ref}$ Reference moment

$M_i$ Applied moment increment

$P_Y$ Internal pressure that causes yielding

$R_i$ Thick cylinder inner radius
\[ b \quad \text{Crack depth} \]
\[ i \quad \text{Elastic-plastic solution increment} \]
\[ n \quad \text{Paris law constant} \]
\[ t \quad \text{Pipe wall thickness} \]
\[ \theta \quad \text{Crack angle} \]
\[ \sigma_E \quad \text{Elastic stress components} \]
\[ \sigma_{ELPL} \quad \text{Elastic-plastic stress components} \]
\[ \sigma_y \quad \text{Material yield strength} \]
\[ \sigma_r \quad \text{Residual stress} \]
\[ \sigma_u \quad \text{Material ultimate strength} \]
\[ \nu \quad \text{Poisson's ratio} \]
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The problem of shakedown (SD) limit load determination for various structures particularly pressure vessels and piping components subjected to the simultaneous effect of steady and cyclic loads has become of major importance. Limit loads and SD limits are determined to define the safe loading domain for defect-free structures. It is very important also for fitness for service requirements to assess the capability of the structure to perform its function under certain loads and to answer the question of whether the structure is still capable of performing its functional requirements when some defects are existent. Defects like local wall thinning due to erosion, corrosion, and crack initiation and propagation might occur during service. These defects alter, significantly, the load carrying capacity of the components that is why it is essential to investigate their influence on the behaviour of piping components.

Pipe bends are commonly utilized in various industrial fields such as the petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, and conventional and nuclear power plants. Pipeline networks are often exposed to elevated temperatures or hazardous environments that dictate the application of strict safety assessment procedures requiring deep understanding of the detailed stress fields involved in the structure. Pipe bends are used to change the direction of fluid flow, but this is not always the case. Mourad and Younan [1] showed that pipe bends are used to introduce flexibility to the piping
system as they were found to possess (5-20) times the flexibility of a straight pipe having the same size and material properties. Hence, pipe bends should be capable of sustaining thermal, seismic, and pressure effects and at the same time minimizing the induced loading on the whole system and the piping component itself. On the other hand, the stress fields induced on the pipe bend are (3-12) times that of a straight pipe having the same size and material properties.

Bantlin [2] proved through experimental analysis that pipe bends respond differently than straight pipes which tend to behave like beams. Karaman [3] proved the claim of Bantlin [2] by performing analytical investigations. Karaman [3] concluded that pipe bends possess high bending flexibility than straight pipes because of the virtue of its curved shape that renders it behave like a shell more than a beam; however, it was shown that pipe bends have more stress and strain magnitudes than straight pipes. Previous work in the literature [1, 19, 27-33] has proved that pipe bends possess low limit load and SD limit load compared to straight pipes having the same size and material properties. For that reason, pipe bends are considered critical components that should be investigated to develop the safe domain with respect to plastic collapse and SD limits.
1.2 Literature review

1.2.1 Limit load

There are many definitions for limit load. The theoretical definition of limit load is based upon the assumption of Elastic-Perfectly-Plastic (EPP) material model and ignoring the geometric nonlinearity. However, in practice the term limit load is usually used under the assumption of large deformation and strain hardening (Robertson et. al. [16]). The plastic instability load is defined as the load at which the load-deflection curve has a zero slope. Robertson et. al. [16] stated that the plastic instability load is based on large deformation analyses and that it is dependent on the load path leading to collapse. The plastic instability moment is an important parameter because it might be smaller than the limit moment depending upon the loading case that might cause geometrical weakening rather than stiffening effect.

The plastic collapse load is the load at which significant plastic deformation occurs in the system under consideration. The limit load determined in this study is obtained using the ASME Sec. VIII Div. II Twice-Elastic-Slope (TES) method as shown in Fig. 1. The TES method is based on doubling the slope of the linear part of load-deflection curve and defines the load at the intercept with the nonlinear part as the plastic collapse load. On the other hand, there are several definitions used to obtain the limit load. The Tangent-Intersection Method is shown in Fig. 2. It depends on drawing two tangents for the linear (elastic) and nonlinear parts of the load-deflection curve and the intersection of the two tangents corresponds to limit load. One of the drawbacks of the Tangent-Intersection Method is the difficulty to decide upon a certain point on the nonlinear part of the load deflection curve to draw a tangent.
Yahiaoui et. al. [17] used the plateau of the moment-displacement curve to define the limit load; this definition is used in the limit load verification study in Sec. 2.4. There are other methods to obtain the limit load like the Twice-elastic Deformation method, the 1% Plastic Strain Method, and Proportional-Limit Method, but they are not as commonly used as the TES method adopted in ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code [11].

Fig. 1 Twice-Elastic-Slope Method adopted in ASME Sec. VIII Div. II to determine the plastic collapse load [4]

Fig. 2 Tangent-Intersection Method used to obtain the plastic collapse load [4]
1.2.2 Shakedown load

Some measures of controlled plastic deformation are sometimes allowed in most well-designed systems without affecting the safety of the component. Being within the plastic domain, it is essential to determine the limit load for structures subjected to monotonic loading, on the other hand, it is essential to determine the shakedown limit load (SD) for structures subjected to cyclic loading. Exceeding the limit load would result in failure due to gross plastic deformation or plastic instability while exceeding the elastic SD limit might result in two ductile failure mechanisms which are reversed plasticity or ratcheting. Elastic SD means that the material will behave fully elastically after a limited amount of plasticity in the first loading cycles.

Reversed plasticity (plastic SD) means that the structure will have plastic strain by the end of loading which is completely reversed by the end of unloading; however, the structure will fail after a certain number of cycles because of low cycle fatigue. The other failure mode is called ratcheting, and it means that the structure will accumulate plastic strain during each loading-unloading cycle until ductility is exhausted and collapse occurs. The generalized interaction diagram which is commonly termed Bree diagram is shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the SD interaction diagram was first proposed by Bree in 1967. The safe region that corresponds to Elastic limit, Elastic SD limit, and limit loads are defined within the diagram as well as the different failure mechanisms encountered upon exceeding the aforementioned limits.
Determination of the SD limit load is not an easy task due to emerging structural complexities specifically geometrical and loading effects, closed form solutions become more and more difficult. Accordingly, numerical analyses render solutions of complex problems both adequate and computationally economic. Obtaining a closed form solution for the SD limit load is only amenable for mathematically manageable benchmark problems like the two bar structure and the Bree cylinder. The elastic SD lower bound theorem was initially introduced by Gruning [5] in 1929, extended by Bleich [6] and then developed and formulated by Melan [7-9] where he stated that: “For a given load set $P$, if any distribution of self-equilibrating residual stresses can be found (assuming perfect plasticity) which when taken together with elastically calculated stresses, constitute a system of stresses
within the yield limit, then $P$ is a lower bound shakedown load set and the structure will shakedown”.

In 1960, Koiter [10] introduced the upper bound SD theorem which is based on an energy approach by comparing the rate at which the applied loads perform work by the rate of internal energy dissipation. The lower bound SD theorem is widely adopted by several design codes such as ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code [11], UK Pressure Vessel Design code [12], the German Pressure Vessel Design Code [13], and the European Pressure Vessel Standard [14]. Lower bound shakedown theorem is employed throughout the present thesis. After the introduction of Melan’s theorem, research efforts has witnessed attention to determine the shakedown limit loads with major focus on pressure vessels and piping components.

Research has been conducted after introducing Melan's theorem to develop different techniques to obtain a SD limit load without the need to perform challenging mathematical derivations to get a closed form solution. Iterative elastic techniques were developed and used extensively by the aid of Finite FE method to find a quick and approximate SD limit load. One of the most commonly used techniques to obtain SD limit load is the Elastic Compensation Method (ECM) which was first introduced by Marriot [20], Developed by Dhallal [21], Seshadri [22], Ponter [23] and then extensively utilized by Mackenzie and Boyle [24]. Elastic Compensation Method (ECM) was widely used because of its simplicity in obtaining the elastic and residual stress fields that are required to be substituted in Melan’s lower bound theorem to get a lower bound SD limit load. In this method, the elastic modulii of the elements are modified based on the previous iterations’ calculated stress fields. Accuracy of ECM technique depends on the FE mesh and is strongly influenced by the positions of
singularities like sharp edges. ECM can be automated by using the FE software capabilities of parametric design [24-25]

ASME Section VIII Div. II Design by Analysis (DBA) [11] introduced the stress categorization in the 1960s; the code defined different stress limits which change with service conditions. Stress limits include primary, secondary, and peak stresses; these stress limits are used to define the service limits. The ASME code defined the stress limits as follows:

- **Primary stress** is a load controlled stress that might be normal or shear stress developed by the applied load. The main characteristic of primary stress is that it is not self-limiting and, if primary stress exceeds the yield stress, failure or distortion is going to occur. The primary stresses might include general membrane stress in a circular cylindrical or a spherical shell due to internal pressure or the bending stress in the central portion of a flat head due to pressure.

- **Secondary stress** is self-limiting developed by the self-constraints of the structure or constraints of neighbourhood different material. This stress may be due to local yielding or minor distortions, but cannot cause failure if it is only applied. Secondary stresses might include general thermal stress or the bending stress at a gross structural discontinuity.

- **Peak stress** is the portion added to the primary and secondary stresses because of the presence of stress concentrations that exist as a result of local discontinuities. This kind of stress does not cause remarkable distortion, but is considered as the reason for fatigue cracks and brittle fracture.
According to the ASME DBA [11] and Muscat et al. [26], primary stresses only and secondary stresses added to primary stresses would cause plastic deformation; however, peak stress is highly localized and can only be considered for high cycle fatigue. Primary plus secondary stresses had to be considered to investigate the SD limit; the DBA design limit for this problem is $3S_m$. Where $S_m$ is the allowable material stress intensity and is evaluated according to the following rule for ferritic steels:

$$S_m = \min \left( \frac{1}{3} \sigma_u, \frac{2}{3} \sigma_y \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The code specified $1.5S_m$ as the design limit; $2.25S_m$ for emergency (Level C); and $3S_m$ for faulted conditions (Level D), that is why $3S_m$ is used as the limiting design load for the problem of SD. The stress fields of spherical vessels with axisymmetric nozzles under internal pressure obtained by the code are compared to these obtained by Muscat et al. [26] who were conservative in their analysis by adding peak stress to the primary and secondary stress. Muscat et al. [26] showed that the DBA 3$S_m$ did not guarantee that plastic SD will not occur in all cases. Hence, a review of the DBA code has to be conducted to assure elastic SD under developed stresses less than 3$S_m$. It is worth mentioning that Muscat et. al. [26] used a superposition method that is similar to the approach proposed by Abdalla et. al. [19].

1.2.2.1 The Simplified Technique

Abdalla et al. [19] introduced a very useful technique to determine a lower bound SD limit load without conducting the conventional iterative elastic solutions or the long time consuming full elastic-plastic cyclic loading; the simplified technique was verified by applying it to benchmark SD problems like the two bar model and
Bree cylinder. The simplified technique consists mainly of two consecutive analyses: the first is elastic analysis (simulating unloading) and this analysis is conducted by applying the cyclic load only without exceeding the yield stress while the second analysis is Elastic-Plastic that comprises of two steps: the first is applying the static load monotonically without exceeding the yield and the second sub analysis is applying the cyclic load monotonically by exceeding the yield stress and maintaining the static load applied. The superposition rule (Eq. 2) is then applied to calculate the residual stress components:

\[
\sigma_{r_i} = \sigma_{ELPL_i} - \sigma_{E} \frac{M_i}{M_{ref}}
\]  

Where:

- \(\sigma_{r_i}\): Von-Mises Equivalent residual stress
- i: Load increment
- \(\sigma_{ELPL}\): Elastic-plastic stress components
- \(\sigma_{E}\): Elastic stress components
- \(M_i\): Applied moment increment
- \(M_{ref}\): Reference moment

### 1.2.3 Load carrying capacity of cracked structures

#### 1.2.3.1 Fitness-for-Service procedure adopted in API 579

Part-9 of the API 579-1/ ASME FFS-1 [18] procedure for the assessment of structures with crack-like flaw is summerized herein. The procedure is based on the generation of a Failure Assessment Diagram (FAD) and then assessment point is
plotted on the diagram using two parameters namely: Load Ratio ($L_r$) plotted on the abscissa and Toughness Ratio ($K_r$) plotted on the ordinate. Load ratio represents the tendency of the structure to fail by plastic collapse while toughness ratio represents the tendency of the structure to fail by unstable crack growth. The details about the procedure of FAD generation and the methodology of assessment can be referred to the API 579-1/ ASME FFS-1 [18]. However, a brief description about the assessment procedure is presented in Chapter 2. A sample FAD adopted in the Fitness-for-Service assessment of crack like flaws in the API 579-1/ ASME FFS-1 is shown in Fig. 4.

![Failure Assessment Diagram](image)

**Fig. 4 Failure regions on the Failure Assessment Diagram [18]**

1.2.3.2 Shakedown analysis of cracked structures

Feng and Gross [34] developed a simple approach to address the problem of SD analysis of defected components. They introduced a two-step analytical solution: the first step is based on a global analysis by adopting the classical SD theorem.
without introducing the crack, while the second step involves a local analysis by adopting the stress intensity factor. Feng and Gross [34] showed that microscopic defects like micro voids and micro cracks can be considered by introducing internal damage variables into SD theory. On the other hand, macro flaws have to be accounted for using the concepts of fracture mechanics because of the complexity of the damage and deformation around the crack tip.

Lower bound SD analysis of spherical shells containing defects was introduced by Mingde et al. [36]; they used the temperature parameter method with a linear programming model of the yield function in order to investigate the effect of part through slots and gas holes on both the limit and SD limit load of spherical shells. On the other hand Yinghua [35] investigated the influence of different configurations of part-through slots on the SD limit load by developing an analytical simplified technique that was validated afterwards by numerical analyses and he concluded that the use of the developed technique yielded good results as compared with numerical analyses.

1.2.3.3 Limit load analysis of cracked pipe bends

Limit load determination of cracked pipe bends have drawn a lot of concern in the recent years. Yahiaoui et. al [37] performed FE analyses to assess the limit load of cracked short radius pipe bends. Internal pressure and in-plane bending were applied to pipe bends with circumferential cracks at the intrados or meridional cracks at the crown. Crack position was decided following a previous study of the same authors [38] which found that under dynamic bending and steady pressure cracks usually initiate meridionally at the crown and circumferentially at the intrados. Two techniques were used to model the crack into 3D continuum elements: the node
release method and collapsed elements method. The limit load was taken as the plateau of the moment-displacement curve. Moment was taken as the product of the reaction force at the neutral axis end node and the lever arm which is the distance between the load application point and the pipe bend centre line. Yahiaoui et. al [37] concluded that pipe bends can tolerate the presence of cracks without dramatic reductions in limit load leaving aside the possibility of fast fracture. Only deep cracks or through wall cracks have a substantial influence on the limit load of cracked pipe bends.

In the work of Yahiaoui et. al [17], FE plastic loads were compared with experimental test outcomes of pipe bends with different crack configurations and positions. Cracks were introduced using electric discharge machining for experimental tests and using node release method for FE models. Plastic loads were obtained using TES method from moment-displacement curves using elastic-strain hardening material model and large deformation (non Linear) assumption. The elbow was attached to tangent straight pipes with length equal to four times the outer diameter of the pipe bend; this was to ensure elimination of the induced shear due to the load application method. Yahiaoui et. al [17] FE results were in good agreement with experimental outcomes as FE analyses were based on the nominal pipe bend dimensions while experimental models were usually a little thicker. It was concluded that dramatic reduction in limit load of cracked pipe bends under in-plane bending can only exist if the cracks were circumferential, through wall, and with large subtended angle.

Yahiaoui et. al. [39] summarized the experimental results obtained by the same authors [17, 37] for cracked pipe bends under opening bending. Comparison
with the existing results by others was also introduced. Yahiaoui et. al. [39] presented the experimental limit loads of 13 models with through wall or part penetrating cracks at the intrados, extrados (circumferential) or crown (meridional) subjected to in-plane opening bending moment. They quoted the results of Miller [40] and Zahoor [41] and came with a conclusion that the existing results were conservative after comparison with the experimental outcomes. Yahiaoui et. al. [39] concluded that both meridional and circumferential part-through cracks and through-wall meridional cracks has little effect on the limit load of pipe bends whereas through-wall circumferential cracks have significant effect on limit load of pipe bends.

On the other hand, Kim et. al. [42] studied the effect of circumferential through wall cracks on pipe bends under in-plane bending. They assumed elastic-perfectly plastic material model. Both small deformation and large deformation assumptions were investigated. Based on FE results, they came up with closed form approximations of the plastic loads and compared them with existing solutions of Miller [40]. They found that Miller solutions were unduly over conservative and also neglected the effect of some bend parameters on the plastic loads.

Chattopadhaya et. al. [43] performed experimental tests of cracked ferritic and austenitic pipes and elbows. Various sets of geometries and crack configurations were considered under the combined effect of internal pressure and bending moments. Experimental outcomes were compared with existing analytical solutions of Miller [40], Zahor [41], and Chattopadhaya et. al. [44] and also with R6 approach [45]. Chattopadhaya et. al. [30] came to the conclusions that the equations of Zahoor and Miller neglected the difference between the opening and closing bending moments that is why they recommended the use of Chattopadhaya et. al.[43] equation that
distinguished between the types of loadings. They also found that the R6 method accurately predicted the crack initiation load as evidenced by experimental findings.

Simha [46] used the existing solutions of limit loads for elbows with through wall or part through meridional or circumferential cracks subjected to internal pressure only, In-Plane moment only, or the combined effect of both loads in conjunction with a load interaction formula developed by Goodall [47] for flawed elbows. Simha [46] introduced load interaction curves for flawed elbows and compared the results with the available experimental limit loads in the literature after accounting for the uncertainties in experimental limit loads. Simha [46] estimated the uncertainty in experimental limit loads to be about 25%. The load interaction curves obtained agreed well with the experimental results in most of the cases considered in his work. Simha [46] observed that the presence of through wall meridional cracks does not affect the limit load of elbows subjected to In-plane bending meanwhile through wall and part through circumferential cracks affect the limit load of elbows subjected to both internal pressure and or in-plane bending.

All the previous studies investigated the global response of the structure containing defects; However, Yahiaoui et. al [48] determined the local limit load of thirteen test models (together with FE simulation)of pipe bends that contain cracks with different configurations ranging from shallow to through-wall cracks. The term Local limit load is defined as the load causing failure of the crack ligament. Yahiaoui et. al [48] reported that some model data had initial normal behavior followed by "double back" response which can be attributed to the debonding of strain gauges as the load is increased. Local plastic loads were obtained using TES method from strain data and compared to the global response from load-displacement curves. Local limit loads were always lower than those obtained from global analysis. They came up to
the general conclusion that the determination of the local plastic loads of cracked components is not considered to be feasible because of the difficulties encountered in experimental testing and that only detailed FE analyses can account for local Limit load determination.

1.2.4 Line spring model

Line Spring Elements (LSE) allow the determination of J-integral with a dramatic reduction in the computational cost "one order of magnitude" as compared to 3D FE analyses. LSE were introduced by Rice and Levy [49-50] and improved by Parks [51-52]; the element formulation is based on the idea of simulating the stiffness reduction because of surface cracks by spring stiffness applied at the position of discontinuity. Both membrane forces and bending moments are transduced using the spring stiffness as a function of crack depth at the nodes per unit crack length. This simulation resembles the single edge notched plate under tensile and bending loads with plain strain assumption. More details about the LSE formulations is presented in Appendix (C).

Goncalves et. al. [53] provided a summary of the theory behind the Line Spring Model and utilized the model to obtain the stress intensity factors for plates with semi elliptical cracks and also for plates with corner cracks at central hole. They used the elements LS3S and LS6 found in the element library of ABAQUS commercial finite element package [54] and can be used to model part through cracks in conjugate with quadratic shell elements as shown in Fig. 5. The prevailing conclusion of the data presented by Goncalves et. al. [53] is that the line spring model does not take into account the curvature of the crack front and gives inaccurate results when the crack intersects with the free surface, but for the other points away from the
free surface the line spring model gave very accurate stress intensity factors as compared to 3D FE analyses.

![Schematic Illustration of LSE (LS6 and LS3S) Connected to Eight Node Shell Elements (S8R) [53]](image)

**Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of LSE (LS6 and LS3S) connected to eight node shell elements (S8R) [53]**

Sauter et. al. [55] investigated the fracture mechanics parameters of cracked pipe bends using two methods: 2D line spring model and 3D collapsed continuum elements. J-integrals calculated using LSE were compared to those obtained from 3D FE analyses that were based on the concept of virtual crack extension and contour integrals by calculating the change in total potential energy stored in the structure due to virtual crack propagation. Singularity in the crack tip was simulated by quarter point elements surrounding the crack tip [60]. Sauter et. al.[55] concluded that LSE results agreed very well with those obtained using 3D FE analyses and that a great deal of computational cost can be saved by using LSE to simulate cracks in different structures. LSE models have the advantage of the ability to change the crack depth at each node with a single input data being changed without the need to re-mesh the model every time it is required to alter the crack depth which is inevitable in 3D FE analyses.
1.3 Objectives

The current work has two main objectives: To obtain the shakedown limit loads of cracked pipe bends through the simplified technique [19] and to propose a procedure for generating the Failure Assessment Diagrams (FAD) of cracked pipe bends for the use in accordance with the ASME FFS-1 API 579 Fitness for Service code. The proposed FAD is based on the J-integral output from FE analyses and the SD limit load obtained by the simplified technique.

The effect of crack size and position on the SD limit and FAD of cracked pipe bends is investigated. Both short ($\Theta = 45^\circ$) and long ($\Theta = 120^\circ$) circumferential cracks on the pipe bend intrados are introduced for IPO bending moments, while short and long circumferential cracks on the pipe bend extrados are introduced for IPC bending moments.

Two crack depth to thickness ratios ($b/t = 0.5$ or 0.75) are investigated and their effect on the SD limit load is discussed, and compared with the defect free pipe bend. The proposed FAD is generated for all the points included in the Bree diagram obtained utilizing the simplified technique.

1.4 Thesis outlines

After clearly presenting the technical background and the objectives of the current work, the modelling and analysis chapter includes the FE models descriptions and also the material models utilized. In order to gain confidence on the developed models, various verifications studies are conducted. Fracture mechanics verification studies are conducted in order to compare the Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) provided...
by the LSE by the analytical and numerical results provided by the stress intensity factors handbook [57].

Two models having different crack configurations are studied: plate with central surface crack under uniaxial tensile’ load and thick cylinder with longitudinal part-through crack under internal pressure. The SD limit load obtained by Feng and Gross [34] by introducing the SIF into the classical SD theorem is compared versus the SD limit obtained in the current work using the LSE and the simplified Technique. Limit load verification study is conducted and the FE outcomes of the current work are compared to the limit load experimental test outcomes of Yahiaoui et. al. [17]. The FE outcomes showed confidence in the developed FE models utilized within the current research compared to the experimental test outcomes of limit load and the analytical and numerical results of SIF.

The results and discussion chapter includes all the interaction diagrams (Bree) for all the models with different crack configurations. Comparisons between the different crack configurations and their effect on the SD boundary are discussed. The different behaviour of the cracked pipe bends under the combined effect of steady internal pressure and IPO or IPC bending moment is also discussed. The Failure Assessment Diagram (FAD) is also obtained for the cracked pipe bend models as well as the crack growth analysis based on the FAD and Paris law. The general conclusion drawn from the results of the current work and also recommendation for future word is given in chapter 4.
CHAPTER 2

MODELING AND ANALYSIS

In this chapter, the detailed methodology of the current research is presented. The FE models adopted in this study that resembled the experimental models of Yahiaoui et. al. [17] are described. The critical positions selected to introduce postulated cracks have been decided based upon the literature review. It was shown that IPO bending moments would open circumferential cracks at the intrados or meridional cracks at the crown; however, IPC bending moments would open circumferential cracks at the extrados. The boundary and loading conditions are discussed in detail and mesh convergence checks are presented.

The procedure for obtaining the Bree diagrams utilizing the simplified technique [19] and the FAD using the J-integral output from FE analyses is introduced. Both short circumferential cracks that have 45° subtended angle (Ω) and long circumferential cracks that have 120° subtended angle are considered under either IPO or IPC bending moments together with internal pressure. The effect of crack size and position is investigated under two different loading conditions and the corresponding Bree and FAD of each case are developed.

In order to validate the modelling techniques adopted in the current work that utilized the LSE, verification studies have been conducted, namely, SIF verification study that is based on comparing the SIF output of the LSE by the analytical and numerical results found in the stress intensity factors handbook [57]. The second verification study is based on comparing the SIF and SD limit load obtained by Feng
and Gross [54] for a thick cylinder with part-through longitudinal crack with the results obtained for the same model adopting the LSE and the simplified technique. The third verification study was comparing the FE limit load analyses adopted in in the present work against the experimental and numerical limit loads obtained by Yahiaoui et. al. [17] for meridionally and circumferentially cracked pipe bends.

2.1 Models description

Pipe bends are classified by the bend angle and the bend radius. Pipe bends that have a bend radius (R) that is 1.5 times or more the pipe mean diameter (d_m) is termed long-radius pipe bend on contrast to the pipe bend geometrical configuration that is investigated in this thesis which is short radius pipe bend. Bend angles available in the market are 30, 60, and 90-degree; however, the most common pipe bend angle is the 90-degree. A typical 90-degree pipe bend with major sectioning lines on the meridional direction that is used later to define the critical positions to introduce postulated cracks is shown in Fig. 6. Postulated cracks positions is decided based on the loading type that initiates crack opening. The geometry and crack configurations of the pipe bends FE models are the same as the experimental models tested by Yahiaoui et. al. [17]. The pipe bend investigated was a 3 in. NPS, schedule 40, 90-degree short-radius welding elbow with nominal dimensions summarized in Table 1.
Fig. 6 Schematic drawing showing a typical 90-degree pipe bend and major line sectioning the pipe bend meridional direction [4]

Table 1 Pipe bend (90-degree Sch. 40) geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D_m (mm)</th>
<th>83.41</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t (mm)</td>
<td>5.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R (mm)</td>
<td>76.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L (mm)</td>
<td>355.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two FE models were used to resemble the experimental setup of Yahiaoui et. al. [17]. A schematic drawing of the experimental models is shown in Fig. 7 and the notation for cracked pipe bends is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The first model utilized in this study is a quarter model incorporating symmetry boundary conditions on two planes of symmetry; this model is used for pipe bends with external circumferential crack at the intrados subjected to IPO bending or external circumferential cracks at the extrados subjected to IPC bending. The second model is full model of the pipe bend having external meridional crack at the crown.
Fig. 7 Experimental setup [17]

Fig. 8 Notation for circumferentially cracked pipe bends
The pipe bend material is a typical piping carbon steel to the specification ASTM 234 WP. The material properties were obtained from tensile tests of specimens taken from the flanks of the pipe bend. The true stress-strain curve of the material is shown in Fig. 10 and a summary of the properties is given in Table 2. The elastic-perfectly plastic (EPP) material model was adopted in the limit load determination, but the real material properties were used in part of the verification study as given in Sec. 2.3.
Fig. 10 True Stress-Strain curve of the material tested by Yahiaoui et. al. [17]

Table 2 Pipe bend material properties

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E$ (GPa)</td>
<td>210.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$ (MPa)</td>
<td>328.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pipe bend geometry is meshed with 8-noded reduced integration shell elements (S8R). The S8R element has four integration points and five section points (integration points) through thickness. Section point 1 (SP1) lies on the outer surface of the element, SP3 lies on the middle of the element, and SP5 lies on the inner surface of the element. Part through cracks are modeled by LSE. The elements LS3S and LS6 are found in the element library of ABAQUS [54] and can be used to model part through cracks in conjugate with quadratic shell elements (S8R). The element
type LS6 is used to simulate part-through cracks that lie outside a plane of symmetry while the LS3S element is used to model cracks on the planes of symmetry.

The geometry of the quarter models is shown in Fig. 12. The quarter model (Fig. 12) has symmetry boundary conditions on the edges denoted by B (Z-Symmetry) and C (Y-Symmetry) while the edge D that has the LSE was free to allow crack opening under loading. The point of load application A was kinematically coupled with all the nodes on the edge E. The point of load application in the quarter model (A) as shown in Fig. 13 was assigned a Z-rotation boundary condition while restrained to move in X-displacement only to prevent rigid body motion.

Fig. 11 Pipe bend quarter model geometry
Fig. 12 Quarter model of the pipe bend that is used to introduce external circumferential crack on the intrados

Fig. 13 Quarter model of the pipe bend that is used to introduce external circumferential crack on the extrados
2.2 Stress intensity factor verification study

In order to gain confidence on the fracture mechanics parameters obtained by LSE, a SIF verification study was performed. A square plate of 100 mm side (L) and thickness (t) of 10 mm with central semielliptical crack of 0.4t depth is uniaxially loaded in a way that incorporate Mode I crack opening. The geometry is meshed with 8-noded reduced integration shell elements (S8R).

Two models are considered: the first is a full model in order to use LS6 element to simulate part-through crack and the second is a quarter model that has two planes of symmetry in order to use the element LS3S. Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) was only considered and the Stress Intensity Factors (SIF) were obtained utilizing the LSE for all the nodes that lie on the crack front. Several models of the same geometry, but of different meshes have been developed and simple optimization process is conducted to minimize the number of degrees of freedom without affecting the accuracy of the solution. Upon conducting several mesh convergence checks, it was found that modeling the plate full model with 5500 shell elements and 28 LSE (16789 Node) and the quarter model with 1375 shell elements and 14 LSE (4256 Nodes) provided adequate results.

Displacement boundary conditions of the quarter model include constraining the nodes lying on edge (EC) shown in Fig. 14 in Y Direction and the same edge is restrained against rotation about the X and Z-direction. The nodes lying on edge AD are restrained against translation in the X-direction and rotation about both the Y- and Z- axes and the node at corner (B) is constrained in z-direction thereby imposing geometric symmetry about the XZ-plane and YZ plane and also preventing the rigid body motion. The Edge DE that has the LSE is free to move in the Y-Direction to
allow crack opening under loading. The uniaxial tensile stress that will cause crack opening is applied on edge AB by Shell Edge Load (SEL).

**Fig. 14 Quarter model of the plate with central surface crack**

Displacement boundary conditions of the full model include constraining the nodes lying on edge (DC) shown in Fig. 15 in the Y-Direction. The node lying at the midpoint of edge DC is restrained against translation in the X-direction Z-direction and rotation about the X, Y, and Z- axes thereby preventing the rigid body motion and allowing the plate to stretch in Y-direction and contract in Z and X direction. The uniaxial tensile stress that will cause crack opening is applied on Edge AB by Shell Edge Load (SEL).
The stress intensity factors obtained from the two aforementioned models were compared to those obtained by Raju and Newman [56] found in the Stress Intensity Factors Handbook [57]. The equation used by Raju and Newman [56] to calculate the stress intensity factors is given as follows:

$$K_I = F \sigma \sqrt{\pi b}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where $K_I$ is the mode I stress intensity factor, $F$ is boundary correction factors for semi-elliptical surface cracks subjected to tension, $\sigma$ is the applied stress, $b$ is the crack depth. The obtained SIF were agreeing with the results presented by Raju and Newman [43] as can be seen in Table 3.
### Table 3 Stress Intensity Factors verification study summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Raju and Newman [56]</th>
<th>Current work</th>
<th>% deviation (I)</th>
<th>% deviation (II)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2φ/π</td>
<td>b/a</td>
<td>b/t</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>58.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>68.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>76.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The deformed shape of the plate with central crack full model at SP1 (the lower surface that has the crack ligament) is shown in Fig. 16 while the quarter model at SP5 (the upper surface that has the crack tip-free surface intersection) is shown in Fig. 17. It is worth mentioning that the critical points lie on the midpoint of the crack ligament in the lower surface and also in the crack tip for the upper surface.
Fig. 16 Deformed shape and stress contours of the full model utilizing the element LS6 at SP1 (crack ligament)

Fig. 17 Deformed shape and stress contours of the quarter model utilizing the element LS3S at SP5 (crack tip)
2.3 Shakedown limit verification study

Feng and Gross [34] utilized the SIF obtained by Raju and Newman [58] and presented a technique to determine the SD limit load. They applied the technique on two problems: plate with central crack subjected to biaxial tensile load and thick cylinders with longitudinal part-through internal cracks subjected to internal pressure. They obtained the global response SD limit pressure of the thick cylinder by utilizing the static SD theorem and then presented the SIF to obtain a local SD limit load around the crack front. The SD limit load obtained by the simplified technique which is elaborated in detail in Sec. 2.5 and using the LSE is compared with the outcomes of Feng and Gross [34] for the following case:

- Thick cylinder with longitudinal semi elliptic crack
  - t (thickness) = 100 mm
  - \( R_i \) (inner radius) = 350 mm
  - L (length) = 2000 mm
  - b (crack depth) = 60 mm
  - a (crack length) = 150 mm

- Material (EPP)
  - \( \sigma_y = 262 \) MPa
  - \( E = 200 \) GPa
  - \( \nu = 0.3 \)

The Finite Element (FE) model of the thick cylinder with longitudinal internal crack is shown in Fig. 18. Only one quarter of the cylinder is modeled because of the virtue of having two planes of symmetry (XZ-plane and XY plane). Symmetry boundary condition about X-axis is applied on the edge denoted by A while the edge denoted by B is subjected to symmetry boundary condition about Z-axis. The point C
is constrained to move in Y-direction in order to prevent the rigid body motion. The edge denoted by D will be subjected to SEL in order to simulate the capping. The edge denoted by (E) that will have the LSE is free in order to allow crack opening under loading. The length of the thick cylinder is chosen to be long enough (l/a ≥ 10) in order to have a negligible effect on the SIF. The deformed shape of the thick cylinder with longitudinal crack under internal pressure is shown in Fig. 19. It can be seen that the presence of crack has caused a stress concentration region around the crack front. It is worth mentioning that the use of shell elements (S8R) to model thick shells involves approximation. However, the ABAQUS elements library manual stated that the element S8R is mainly used to model thick shells in contrast to the element S4R that is a general purpose element used to model both thin and thick shells. In order to overcome this approximation, a large number of through-thickness integration points (section points) is used.

Fig. 18 Geometry and Boundary conditions annotations of the thick cylinder with longitudinal part through crack under internal pressure
The Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) of the thick cylinder with internal crack subjected to internal pressure obtained by Raju and Newman [58] is given by Eq. 4.

\[
K_I = \frac{PR_i}{t} \sqrt{\pi} \frac{b}{Q} F_i \left( \frac{b}{a}, \frac{b}{t}, \frac{t}{R}, \phi \right)
\]  

(4)

The complete elliptic integral (Q) is given by Eq. 5 and the shape modification factor (F_i) is given by Eq. 6. The influence coefficients (G_j) that are used to obtain the shape factor are obtained from the tables provided by Raju and Newman [58].

\[
Q = 1 + 1.464 \left( \frac{b}{l} \right)^{1.65}
\]  

(5)

\[
F_i = \frac{t}{R_i} \left( \frac{R_0^2}{R_0^2 - R_i^2} \right) \left[ 2G_0 - 2 \left( \frac{b}{R_i} \right) G_1 + 3 \left( \frac{b}{R_i} \right)^2 G_2 - 3 \left( \frac{b}{R_i} \right)^3 G_3 \right]
\]  

(6)

The SIF obtained using the LSE is compared to the SIF obtained from 3D FE analyses as given by Raju and Newman [57] and the SD limit pressure obtained using the simplified technique is compared to the outcome of Feng and Gross [34]. A
summary of the SD limit verification study is given in table 4. It can be observed that
the outcomes of the current work agree with the SD limit pressure obtained by Feng
and Gross [34] and also with the SIF obtained by Raju and Newman [58] as can be
seen in table 4.

Table 4 Shakedown limit verification study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>Deviation (2-1)/2 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current work</td>
<td>Feng and Gross [34]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress Intensity Factor (MPa√m)</td>
<td>3834</td>
<td>4087.5</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakedown limit pressure (MPa)</td>
<td>42.18</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>12.13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Limit load verification study

Limit Load verification study was performed in order to gain confidence on
the FE pipe bend model incorporating the LSE and to validate the limit load results
with experimental outcomes obtained by Yahiaoui et. al. [17]. The pipe bend FE
models that were discussed previously in Sec. 2.1 are used in the following section
with some modifications in the boundary conditions in order to simulate the actual
conditions of the experimental models.

The defect-free model is validated against the FE models that had the
assumption of large deformation and also the experimental models tested by Yahiaoui
et. al. [17]. Finite Element models of cracked pipe bends utilizing the line spring
model and assuming EPP material model and small deformation are compared with
experimental outcomes and also with the FE results having the same assumptions
tested by Yahiaoui et. al. [17]. The following models were analyzed:

- Defect-Free Full Model (FMDF),
• Defect-Free Quarter Model (QMDF),
• Quarter Model with 45° Circumferential Crack on the intrados (QM45C),
• Quarter Model with 120° Circumferential Crack on the intrados (QM120C), and
• Full Model with 75° Meridional Crack on the crown (FM75A)

The boundary conditions and loading configuration of all the models were designed to simulate the actual conditions of the experimental testing. The quarter model (Fig. 20) has symmetry boundary conditions on the edges denoted by B (Z-Symmetry) and C (Y-Symmetry) while the edge D that has the LSE was free to allow crack opening under loading. The point of load application A was kinematically coupled with all the nodes on the edge E while constrained to displacement on X-direction to prevent the rigid body motion. A displacement boundary condition (Y-Direction) was applied at point A in order to calculate the bending moment by multiplying the resulted reaction force on Y-direction by the moment arm from point A to the center line of the pipe bend.
The full model (Fig. 21) boundary conditions were fixing the point of load application (C) in all the degrees of freedom except the translation in Y and rotation about Z while the point (B) was constrained in all the degrees of freedom except the rotation about Z. Both points B and C were kinematically coupled to the nodes at the end edges of the connecting straight pipes (A). The load is applied by the same way as previously shown for the quarter model.

The moment-displacement curve of the defect-free model adopting large deformation assumption is shown in Fig. 21. A sample representative moment-
displacement curve for the different models of the cracked pipe bends is shown in Fig. 23. The limit load of cracked pipe bends was defined as the plateau of the moment displacement curve which is the same definition adopted by Yahiaoui et. al. [17]. The outcome of the limit load verification study of the defect free model incorporating the material true properties and large deformation assumption is summarized in Table 5 while a summary of the results obtained for cracked pipe bends is given in Table 6.

The FE models investigated in the limit load verification study yielded satisfactory results that were agreeing with the experimental testing outcomes of Yahiaoui et. al. [17]. It should be noted that Yahiaoui et. al. [17] reported some experimental scatter and also the fact that the nominal pipe dimensions used in FE models were always lower than the actual dimensions of the experimental models as reported by Yahiaoui et. al. [17].

![Fig. 22 Moment-Displacement curve of the defect-free model assuming large deformation used to determine the limit load using TES method.](image-url)
Fig. 23 Moment-Displacement curve of QM120C model assuming small deformation used to determine the limit load.

Table 5 Defect-Free models assuming large deformation limit load verification study summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental (Yahiaoui et.al.)</td>
<td>FE Large Deformation Strain Hardening (Yahiaoui et.al.)</td>
<td>FE Large Deformation Strain Hardening</td>
<td>(1-3)/1 %</td>
<td>(1-2)/1 % (Yahiaoui et.al.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMDF</td>
<td>9.01</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.99%</td>
<td>8.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMDF</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.99%</td>
<td>8.21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The deformed shape of the quarter model of the pipe bend with internal circumferential crack used to validate the results with the experimental models tested by Yahiaoui et. al. [17] is shown in Fig. 23. The critical point (A) is the crack tip at SP5 (inner Surface). The deformed shape of the full model of the pipe bend with internal meridional crack of $\theta = 75^\circ$ is shown in Fig. 25. The critical point is at the crack tip at SP5. The LSE are denoted by B.
Fig. 24 Deformed shape of the quarter model with internal circumferential crack

Fig. 25 Deformed shape of the full model with internal meridional crack on the crown
2.5 Application of the simplified technique

The simplified technique is utilized in order to generate the Bree diagrams of the previously described models. Two analyses were performed, namely, Elastic and Elastic-Plastic. The elastic analysis load is only the cyclic load component (bending moment) and it has only one solution increment. This analysis simulates the unloading of the loading-unloading cycle because the unloading is always elastic and it is performed only once and stored because it is common (with different stress magnitudes) for all the analyses required to generate the Bree diagram. The second analysis (Elastic-Plastic) of the technique consists of two sub steps: the first is applying the steady load (internal pressure) monotonically and the second step is applying the cyclic load (bending moment) monotonically while keeping the steady load applied. A schematic drawing of the simplified technique analyses is shown in Fig. 26.

Fig. 26 Schematic representation of the simplified technique analyses [4]
The resulting residual stress for each loading increment is calculated by Eq.2 for each stress component for all the nodes. Mises equivalent residual stress is calculated by Eq.7 and then compared to the yield strength of the structure material. Lower bound SD limit load according to Melan's theorem is defined once the developed residual stress equals or is slightly less than the yield strength.

\[
\sigma_{ri} = \sigma_{ELPLi} - \sigma_E \frac{M_i}{M_{ref}}
\]  

\[
\sigma_{reqi} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left[ \left( \sigma_{rxi} - \sigma_{ryi} \right)^2 + \left( \sigma_{ryi} - \sigma_{rzil} \right)^2 + \left( \sigma_{rzil} - \sigma_{rxi} \right)^2 + \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} 
\]

Another advantage of the simplified technique introduced by Abdalla et. al. [19] is its capability of predicting the mode of failure upon exceeding the elastic SD limit without conducting lengthy elastic-plastic cyclic loading. The method exhibits investigation of the time increment (i) for which the residual stress field has exceeded the yield stress and checks for the same increment (i) in the elastic-plastic analysis for the same node. If the corresponding stress is equal to yield stress, this case implies reversed plasticity occurrence, but if the corresponding stress is less than the yield stress and any other element in the structure has reached the yield, this implies ratcheting occurrence. The simplified technique was further extended and utilized to generate the elastic SD boundary of different structures [27-33]

Every single point in the Bree diagram is obtained using the two FE runs: Elastic analysis and Elastic-Plastic (ELPL) analysis and then the simplified technique
is utilized to obtain the SD limit load. The Limit loads as obtained using the Twice-Elastic-Slope (TES) method adopted in Section VIII Div. II of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code [13] are imposed on the diagram. The elastic limit moment can be obtained also as a complementary parameter from the elastic-plastic analysis (representing loading). The code developed by Abdalla et al. [19] searches for the loading increment that corresponds to equivalent stress that equals or slightly exceeds the material yield stress. The internal pressure is normalized with respect to the internal pressure to initiate yielding of a straight pipe, given by Eq. (8) while the moment is normalized with respect to the fully-plastic moment of a straight pipe given by Eq. (9). The pressure to initiate yielding of a straight pipe having the same material and geometrical configurations of the pipe bend investigated in the current work is calculated to be 43.2 MPa while the plastic moment is calculated to be 12.5 kN.m.

\[ M_p = \sigma_Y \ D_m^2 \ t \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

\[ P_Y = \frac{2\sigma_Y t}{D_m} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

2.6 Proposed procedure for FAD generation

2.6.1 Failure Assessment Diagram generation

Failure Assessment Diagrams are obtained for each loading case contained in the corresponding Bree diagram of each crack configuration that was previously defined. The API 579 procedure for generating the FAD did not address the problem of SD and is adopted for structures with crack-like flaws under static loading only. The Toughness ratio (K_t) used in the API code is representative of the tendency of the
structure to fail by brittle fracture and is obtained by dividing the fracture mechanics parameter (SIF) obtained analytically or numerically by the material fracture toughness ($K_{ic}$) determined from standard fracture toughness testing. Load ratio ($L_r$) is representative of the tendency of the structure to fail by plastic collapse and is obtained by dividing analytically or numerically obtained reference stress over the yield strength of the material.

The Failure Assessment Diagram (FAD) proposed in the current work is generated using a different procedure. The FAD ordinate ($K_r$) is the normalized $J$-integral as given by Eq. 10 representing the toughness ratio. The abscissa is the load ratio ($L_r$) which is the normalized moment obtained by dividing the applied moment by the SD limit moment as given by Eq. 11. The generation procedure of the FAD adopted in this study resembles the R6 procedure option 3 [45]. However, the load ratio ($L_r$) utilized in the current work is obtained by normalizing the applied bending moment by the SD moment obtained by the simplified technique [19]. The Load ratio is selected in order to link the SD limit load with the fracture mechanics parameter in one assessment diagram aiming to provide a safe region against both SD failure and unstable crack growth.

$$K_r = \sqrt{\frac{J_{ELA}}{J_{ELA} + J_{PLA}}} \quad (10)$$

$$L_r = \frac{M}{M_{SD}} \quad (11)$$

The elastic J-integral can be given with respect to the SIF as shown in Eq. 12 while the total J-integral given in Eq. 13.
\[ J_{ELA} = K^2 \left( \frac{1-v^2}{E} \right) \]  

(12)

\[ J = J_{ELA} + J_{PLA} \]  

(13)

Plastic J-integral can be calculated using the contour integrals method or by adopting the Line Spring Model as used in this study. A cut off ratio is defined to distinguish between the failures that are derived by exceeding the SD limit or by unstable crack growth. The Failure Assessment Line (FAL) that separates the safe region from the region of failure is obtained using Eq. 14. The procedure adopted to generate the FAD of the various models under consideration of the current work is shown in Fig. 27.

\[ K_r = f (L_r) \]  

(14)
Fig. 27 Failure Assessment Diagram generation procedure
2.6.2 Assessment procedure

The assessment point is defined using the toughness and load ratios as given by Eq. 15 and Eq. 16, respectively, and then plotted in the FAD. If the assessment point falls within the acceptance region then the structure is said to be safe against brittle fracture and reversed plasticity or ratcheting; on the other hand, if the assessment point falls beyond the acceptance region the structure would fail by brittle fracture (unstable crack growth) or one of the possible failures due to exceedance of the SD limit load, namely, reversed plasticity or ratchetting based on the position of the assessment point on the corresponding Bree diagram.

\[ K_r = \sqrt{\frac{J_{ELA}}{J_{IC}}} \]  
\[ (15) \]

\[ L_r = \frac{M}{M_{SD}} \]  
\[ (16) \]

In order to account for the possibility of stable crack growth if the pipe bend is inside the elastic SD region of the Bree diagram and also inside the safe region of the FAD, the crack growth formula of Paris that is adopted in the ASME FFS-1 API-1 [16] is utilized (Eq. 17).

\[ \frac{da}{dN} = C (\Delta K)^n \]  
\[ (17) \]

The Paris law constants (C and n) are obtained from the standards according to the material and operating conditions. It should be noted that Paris law does not account for the effective SIF because the possibility of having crack opening at the first half of
the cycle and crack closure at the second half of the cycle. The Stress Intensity Factor (SIF) is obtained from the output of the LSE. The crack growth rate is calculated per cycle and the new crack size after the expected number of cycles is introduced to the defect free model using the LSE. A detailed crack growth case study is presented in Sec. 3.3.5.

A summary of the procedure adopted in the current work to generate the FAD and the assessment of the integrity of cracked pipe bends is given hereafter and is also shown in Fig. 28:

1. The crack geometry is defined and introduced to the defect free FE models of the pipe bend using LSE as previously presented in Sec. 2.
2. The simplified technique is applied using the Elastic and ELPL analyses and then the SD limit moment is obtained as previously presented in Sec. 2.5.
3. The elastic and total J-integrals are obtained from the output of the LSE and are used to plot the FAD. Typical J-integral curves are shown in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30.
4. The assessment point is plotted on the FAD using the obtained SD limit load, Elastic J-integral, and the material fracture toughness.
5. The pipe bends are considered to be safe against both exceeding SD limit load or unstable crack growth according to the position of the assessment point.
6. Crack growth analysis is adopted if the pipe bend is safe against unstable crack growth.

The aforementioned procedure is further elaborated in Fig. 31 and also a typical FAD is shown in Fig. 32 where the limits of LEFM and EPFM and also the elastic and plastic components of J-integral are shown in the diagram.
**Assessment procedure**

**Fig. 28**

**Fig. 29 Elastic J-integral Vs. Applied Moment for the case of QM120C-IPO at 15% \( P_y \)**

**FE Model**
- Shell Elements
- Line Spring Elements

**Simplified Technique**
- Elastic Analysis
- Elastic-Plastic Analysis

**Shakedown Limits**
- Bree Diagram

**Elastic Plastic Fracture Mechanics**
- Elastic J-integral
- Total J-integral

**Fitness Assessment Diagram**

**Assessment Point**
- Load Ratio
- Toughness Ration

**Crack Growth Analysis**
Fig. 30 Total J-integral Vs. Applied Moment for the case of QM120C-IPO at

15% $P_y$
Fig. 31 Assessment criteria
The proposed procedure for the assessment of integrity of cracked pipe bends is applied to different models with different crack configurations as summarized in Table 7.

Table 7 Summary of the models investigated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Moment Direction Opening/Closing</th>
<th>Crack Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Location (intrados/ extrados)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Opening</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Opening</td>
<td>Intrados</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Opening</td>
<td>Intrados</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Opening</td>
<td>Intrados</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Closing</td>
<td>Defect free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Closing</td>
<td>Extrados</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Closing</td>
<td>Extrados</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

3.1 Bree diagrams

3.1.1 Pipe bends under IPO bending moment and internal pressure

3.1.1.1 Defect-Free model

The shakedown boundary as well as the plastic collapse limit (limit load) of the defect free pipe bends is presented based on the simplified technique developed by Abdalla et. al. [19] and the TES method adopted by the ASME code [11], respectively. A sample moment end-rotation curve that is used to obtain the limit load using TES method is shown in Fig. 33. The Bree Diagram having the Elastic limit, SD boundary, and the Limit load of the defect free model is shown in Fig. 34.

![Graph showing moment-end rotation curve for Defect-Free model at 30% P_y](image)

**Fig. 33** Representative sample Moment End-Rotation curve for the Defect-Free model at 30% P_y used for limit load Determination using TES method.
3.1.1.2 Pipe bend with 45° circumferential crack

The LSE is utilized to introduce part through crack of depth to thickness ratio (b/t) of 0.5 and subtended angle of 45° along the pipe bend intrados. The TES slope method is utilized to obtain the limit load while the simplified technique is used to obtain the Elastic limit and SD limit. The Bree diagram of the model that represents cases of short cracks is shown in Fig. 35.

It is worth mentioning that all the obtained Elastic, SD, and limit loads are obtained from the output stresses of the nodes because the cracked models contained two different types of elements; shell elements (S8R) and LSE. The code written by Abdalla et. al. [15] to calculate the SD limit is modified to read the stresses from the nodes not from the Integration points. The code calculates the equivalent residual stress for all the nodes in the structure and compares it to the yield strength of the material as per Melan's Theorem [7-8]. The nodes that are common between the shell
and LSE elements were expected to have the most critical stresses which is confirmed by the output of the simplified technique. The most critical node for all the cracked models was located at the crack tip-free surface intersection.

![Normalized limit, shakedown and elastic moments of the pipe bend with 45° circumferential crack (b/t =0.5) subjected to IPO bending moment and internal pressure](image)

**Fig. 35** Normalized limit, shakedown and elastic moments of the pipe bend with 45° circumferential crack (b/t =0.5) subjected to IPO bending moment and internal pressure

**3.1.1.3 Pipe bend with 120° circumferential crack**

The Bree diagram of the pipe bend with external 120° circumferential crack (b/t =0.5) in the intrados subjected to the combined effect of internal pressure and IPO bending moment generated using the simplified technique is shown in Fig. 36. The Bree diagram of the same model but with deeper crack (b/t=0.75) is shown in Fig. 37. The elastic limits (the load that initiates yielding at any point in the pipe bend) and the limit load determined using TES method are also superimposed on the Bree diagram.
Fig. 36 Normalized limit, shakedown and elastic moments of pipe bend with 120° circumferential crack (b/t=0.5) subjected to IPO bending moment and internal pressure.

Fig. 37 Normalized limit, shakedown and elastic moments of pipe bend with 120° circumferential crack (b/t=0.75) subjected to IPO bending moment and internal pressure.
3.1.1.4 Effect of crack size on SD boundary

The effect of increasing the crack length on the SD limit is shown in Fig. 38. The SD limits of the defect-free (DF) pipe bend subjected to the combined effect of internal pressure and In-Plane bending moment is compared to the SD limits of the pipe bend with 45° circumferential crack in the intrados (QM45C-IPO) and also with a pipe bend with 120° circumferential crack in the intrados (QM120C-IPO) having the same crack depth (b/t=0.5). It can be observed that the 45° crack has little influence on both the elastic limit and SD limit loads while the 120° crack has a major influence on both the elastic and SD limit loads. The same effect was noticed for the limit load where it can be seen from the aforementioned limit load verification study that limit load was not considerably reduced except for long cracks.

Fig. 38 Comparison between SD limits of Defect-Free-IPO, QM45C-IPO, and QM120C-IPO Models (b/t=0.5)
3.1.1.5 Effect of crack depth on SD boundary

The effect of increasing the crack depth on the SD limit is shown in Fig. 39. The SD limits of the defect-free pipe bend subjected to the combined effect of internal pressure and IPO bending moment is compared to the SD limits of the pipe bend with 120° circumferential crack at the intrados (QM120C-IPO) and also with the same model, but with deeper crack (b/t=0.5). It can be observed that increasing the crack depth erodes the safe SD boundary.

![Graph showing SD limits comparison](image)

**Fig. 39 Comparison between SD limits of Defect-Free-IPO, QM120C-IPO (b/t=0.5), and QM120C-IPO (b/t=0.75) Models**

3.1.2 Pipe bends under IPC bending moment and internal pressure

3.1.2.1 Defect-Free model

The SD boundary as well as the plastic collapse region and the elastic limits of the defect free model subjected to the combined effect of internal pressure and IPC bending moment is shown in Fig. 40. It can be observed that the elastic limit curve is slightly increasing at low pressures and then it starts to decrease by increasing the
applied pressure as shown in Fig. 40. The same phenomenon can be noticed in the limit load curve and this can be attributed to the strengthening effect caused by the applied pressure because the internal pressure induces pipe bend end rotation in the opposite direction of the end rotation that caused by IPC bending moment.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 40** Normalized limit, shakedown and elastic moments of the defect-free pipe bend subjected to IPC bending moment and internal pressure

### 3.1.2.2 Pipe bend with 120° circumferential crack

Bree diagram of the pipe bend with external 120° circumferential crack at the extrados subjected to the combined effect of internal pressure and IPC bending moment generated using the simplified technique. Two crack depth to thickness ratios have been investigated, namely, b/t= 0.5 as shown in Fig. 41 and 0.75 as shown in Fig. 42. The elastic limits and limit loads are also superimposed on the diagram. It can be observed that the elastic limit of the first case (b/t=0.5) has an approximate plateau level which is slightly increasing, however the case of deep crack (b/t =0.75) has a clear plateau at low pressures (up to 30% P_y) and then it starts to decrease by
increasing the applied pressure. The observed plateau can be attributed to the effect of strengthening effect caused by the applied pressure which is counteracted by the weakening effect caused by the crack while the defect free model has only the strengthening effect.

Fig. 41 Normalized limit, SD, and elastic moments of QM120C (b/t =0.5) subjected to IPC bending moment and internal Pressure
3.1.2.3 Effect of crack size on SD boundary

A comparison between the DF model subjected to the same loads and the QM120C-IPC model is shown in Fig. 43. It can be shown that the pipe bend has tolerated a long (120°) and deep (b/t=0.75) crack because of the loading conditions that provides strengthening of the pipe bend under IPC. It can be seen that there is a slight reduction in the elastic and SD limits compared to the DF model under the same loading conditions. The models with shorter cracks (45°) and also the models with more shallow cracks (b/t =0.5) were found to have a minor effect on the SD boundary due to the presence of cracks on the extrados under IPC.
3.1.3 Comparison between IPO and IPC bending moments

Comparisons between the two different bending moments adopted in this study are shown in Fig. 45, Fig. 46, and Fig. 46, in order to show the criticality of both loads on the Elastic and SD limits. It should be noted that the cracks are located at different positions to cause crack opening under loading. Crack are located at the intrados for IPO and at the extrados for IPC. However, both intrados and extrados cracks are located at the tension side. It can be observed from the comparisons that the IPO bending moment is more critical than IPC as it results in a dramatic reduction in the SD limits with respect to the DF model. This phenomenon is observed for both the Defect-Free model (Fig. 46) and also the models with different crack depth to thickness rations as can be observed in Fig. 45 and Fig. 46.
Fig. 44 Comparison between Elastic and SD limits of Defect-Free models under IPO and IPC bending moments (b/t=0.75)

Fig. 45 Comparison between Elastic and SD limits of QM120C-IPO, and QM120C-IPC (b/t=0.5)
In order to gain confidence on the predicted SD limits obtained by the simplified technique, some loading conditions entailed in the aforementioned Bree diagrams from all the models were selected to undergo full Elastic-Plastic (ELPL) cyclic loading FE analyses. The critical point in all the models was the crack tip at the outer surface of the pipe bend. The Equivalent Plastic Strain (PEEQ), the Von Mises equivalent stress and the mean stress are requested at the node that coincides with the critical point. The mean stress which is a measure of the compression (hydrostatic) effect on the node is used to monitor the change from tensile to compressive equivalent stress because the Von Mises equivalent stress is always positive, hence when the mean stress is positive then the Mises stress sign is changed to negative and vice versa.

Fig. 46 Comparison between Elastic and SD limits of QM120C-IPO, and QM120C-IPC (b/t=0.75)

3.2 Validation of the simplified technique using full cyclic loading
The output of the simplified technique was used as input for FE ELPL cyclic loading in order to observe the elastic shakedown phenomenon which is shown in Fig. 47. The reversed plasticity failure predicted by the simplified technique was validated by the full ELPL cyclic loading FE analysis as shown in Fig. 48 while the ratcheting behavior is shown in Fig. 49. The input load was slightly exceeding the SD load obtained by the simplified technique. It can be observed from Fig. 47 and Fig. 48 that equivalent stress exceeded the material yield strength despite using EPP material model which can be attributed to the stress averaging algorithm adopted by the FE code when the stresses are requested at the nodes.

![Normalized equivalent stress vs Equivalent plastic strain](image)

Fig. 47 Elastic shakedown behavior of the model QM120C-IPO exhibited for the case of 15% $P_y$ using the shake down limit obtained by the simplified technique.
Fig. 48 Reversed plasticity behavior exhibited for the case of 0% $P_y$ (QM120C-IPO) upon slightly exceeding the shakedown limit obtained using the simplified technique.

Fig. 49 Ratchetting behavior exhibited for the case of 40% $P_y$, Defect-free model upon slightly exceeding the shakedown limit obtained using the simplified technique.
3.3 Failure Assessment Diagrams

3.3.1 Elastic and total J-integrals

The API Fitness for Service Code [18] and the R6 procedure [45] addressed the problem of the integrity assessment of cracked structures. The FAD of cracked pipe bends considered in this study are generated using ELPL fracture mechanics analyses utilizing the Line Spring Model. The toughness ratio is obtained by dividing the elastic J-integral by the total J-integral and plotted against the load ratio obtained by dividing the applied moment by the SD limit moment outputted by the simplified technique. A cut-off ratio is defined corresponding to the SD limit load. The elastic J-integral increases with the applied load up to the LEFM limit and then it starts to decrease when the loading induces crack tip stresses in the domain of ELPL fracture mechanics; at this point the plastic part of the total J-integral is dominating.

3.3.2 The effect of crack size and loading condition on J-integrals

The effect of increasing the applied internal pressure on both the elastic J-integral and the total J-integral is shown in Fig. 50 and Fig. 51 respectively. It is evident that increasing the applied pressure is shifting the curves upwards as expected. The limit for LEFM is reached earlier by increasing the applied internal pressure as can be seen on Fig. 50 where the value of the elastic J-integral starts to decrease after reaching this value. It can be observed from Fig. 50 that at no pressure the elastic J-integral starts from zero while upon introducing the internal pressure the curve is starting from certain value that is increasing by increasing the applied pressure. This can be attributed to the loading scenario adopted in the current work that is based on applying the internal pressure firstly and then the bending moment is applied afterwards.
Fig. 50 The effect of increasing the internal pressure on the elastic J-integral for the model QM120C-IPO (b/t = 0.75)

Fig. 51 The effect of increasing the internal pressure on the total J-integral for the model QM120C-IPO (b/t = 0.75)
The effect of increasing the crack size on both the elastic and total J-integral that will be used to locate the assessment point on the proposed FAD is investigated. The crack size is increased at the same loading conditions in order to investigate the change in the resulted J-integrals. Comparison between the elastic J-integral and also the total J-integral obtained under no internal pressure of the model that had short crack (45°) and the model that had long crack (120°) is shown in Fig. 52 and Fig. 53. The same comparison but under internal pressure together with IPO bending is shown in Fig. 54 and Fig. 55. It can be seen that increasing the crack size is increasing both the elastic and total J-integral for all the aforementioned cases.

Fig. 52 Comparison between the elastic J-integral obtained under IPO bending only of the models QM120C and QM45C (b/t=0.5)
Fig. 53 Comparison between the total J-integral obtained under IPO bending only of the models QM120C and QM45C (b/t=0.5)

Fig. 54 Comparison between the elastic J-integral obtained under IPO bending and 10% $P_y$ of the models QM120C and QM45C (b/t=0.5)
The effect of the different bending moment types adopted in this study on the resulted elastic and total J-integrals is shown in Fig. 56 and Fig. 57. It is evident from the graphs that the resulted J-integrals from IPO is much higher than those obtained from IPC which is consistent with the analysis of SD limit and limit load that was previously discussed in Sec. 3.1.3. It was expected that the IPC bending moment together with internal pressure would result in lower values of J-integral as compared to IPO which is proved from the comparison of both loading conditions given in Fig. 56 and Fig. 57.
Fig. 56 Comparison between the elastic J-integral obtained under IPO and IPC bending of the model QM120C (b/t=0.75)

Fig. 57 Comparison between the total J-integral obtained under IPO and IPC bending of the model QM120C (b/t=0.75)
3.3.3 The proposed FAD

The proposed procedure used to develop the FAD is discussed in this section. As can be seen for all the following FAD's, a horizontal line that corresponds to the value of unity is always obtained at the beginning of the analysis indicating that the crack tip stresses are within the range of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). The curvature initiates when the plastic part of the J-integral starts to be accounted. The FAD of some Bree diagram points (loading conditions) is selected to be presented in Fig. 58-63. Similar diagrams were generated for all the models and for all the loading cases encountered in the Bree diagrams. It was noticed that the cut-off line intersected the FAD curve at value corresponds to 0.8 in the ordinate for the case of 0% $P_y$ as shown in Fig. 58 which indicates that the plastic part of the J-integral is not dominant (only 20% of the total J-integral) when the SD limit was reached.

![Failure Assessment Diagram](image)

**Fig. 58** Failure Assessment Diagram of QM120C model ($P=0\%P_y$) and ($b/t = 0.75$)
Increasing the Internal pressure was shown to increase the plastic part of the J-integral up to approximately 65% for the cases of (10%-17%)\(P_y\) of the model QM120C-IPO. A representative FAD for the cases of (10%-17%) \(P_y\) is shown in Fig. 59. The FAD's of the model QM120C-IPO are superimposed on one graph as shown in Fig. 60 in order to investigate the effect of increasing the internal pressure on the safe region of the FAD. A sample FAD for the models incorporating shorter cracks is shown Fig. 61. The FAD's of the model QM120C-IPC are superimposed on one graph as shown in Fig. 62 in order to investigate the effect of increasing the internal pressure on the safe region of the FAD. It is obvious that increasing the internal pressure is eroding the LEFM zone of the FAD and the safe region as well. A representative FAD of the models subjected to IPC moment is shown in Fig. 63. It is worth mentioning that the plastic part of the J-integral can indicate the tendency to failure by unstable crack growth rather than exceeding the SD limit.

\[ F_\text{AL} = f(L_e) \]

\[ K_e = f(L_e) \]

**Fig. 59 Failure Assessment Diagram of QM120C-IPO model (P=15%\(P_y\)) and (b/t = 0.75)**
Fig. 60 The effect of increasing the internal pressure on the FAD of the model QM120C-IPO (b/t=0.75)

Fig. 61 Failure Assessment Diagram of QM45C-IPO model (P=20%P_y) and (b/t = 0.5)
Fig. 62 The effect of increasing the internal pressure on the FAD of the model QM145C-IPO (b/t=0.5)

Fig. 63 Failure Assessment Diagram of QM120C-IPC model (P=40%P_y) and (b/t = 0.75)
3.3.4 Application of The proposed procedure

As a demonstration of using the proposed FAD procedure, the following case is studied:

- Loads:
  - IPO bending moment and internal pressure

- Crack angle: 120°

- Crack depth to pipe thickness ratio: 0.75

- Material Properties
  - Yield Strength: 328 MPa
  - E: 210 GPa
  - ν: 0.3
  - $J_{1c}$: 6.9 N/mm

The Simplified Technique is applied and yielded the following results that is explained in detail is Sec. 3.1

0% $P_y$: 0.17 $M_p$

15% $P_y$: 0.16 $M_p$

The Elastic and total J-integral output from the LSE is shown in Fig. 64 and Fig. 65 for the case of 0%Py internal pressure. Similar curves are obtained for the case of 15% Py internal pressures. The elastic J-integral is divided by the total J-integral yielding the toughness ratio that is used to plot the FAL with respect to the
load ratio obtained by dividing the applied moment by the SD limit moment. The FAL is the envelope that separates the safe region against brittle fracture and SD failure from the acceptable region. After generating the FAD the toughness ratio of the assessment point is obtained by dividing the elastic J-integral by the material fracture toughness ($J_{1c}$).

The assessment point is plotted in the FAD using the toughness ratio ($k_r$) and load ratio ($L_r$). The assessment points curve is superimposed on the FAD as shown in Fig. 66 and Fig. 67. It can be seen in Fig. 66 that the assessment point curve has intersected the cut-off ratio line that correspond to SD limit load before intersecting the FAL which means that the SD limit will be exceeded before having unstable crack growth (brittle fracture). On other hand, the assessment points curve has intersected the FAL before intersecting the cut-off ratio in Fig. 66 which means that the crack would propagate before exceeding the SD limit load. Hence, a new limit moment has to be defined in order to be safe for both SD failure and also brittle fracture.

**Fig. 64 Elastic J-integral Vs. Applied Moment for the case of QM120C-IPO at 0% P**
Fig. 65 Total J-integral Vs. Applied Moment for the case of QM120C-IPO at 0% 

$P_y$

Fig. 66 Assessment points Vs. FAL for the model QM120C-IPO (b/t=0.75) at 0% 

$P_y$
3.3.5 Crack growth analysis

The crack growth analysis of the pipe bend model with circumferential intrados crack growing in compliance with Paris law is shown in Fig. 68. The crack length was initially 45° and is postulated to grow with a constant cycle-to-cycle rate according to Paris law up to 120°. The crack is expected to grow in the length direction because the maximum SIF was found at the crack tip-free surface intersection.

Paris law constants (C and n) are obtained from the ASME-API 579 code for the material used in the current analysis. The stress intensity factor is obtained from the output of the LSE. The Paris law threshold (ΔK_th) for the material is compared to the SIF obtained from the LSE. The crack growth analysis should not be performed if ΔK ≤ ΔK_th. Paris law is applied as follows:
\[(\Delta K_{th} = 2.0) \leq (\Delta K = 27.51) MPa\sqrt{m}\]

\[
\frac{da}{dN} = 1.65 \times (10^{-8})(27.51)^3 = 0.000344 mm/cycle
\]

Based on the Paris law, the crack would extend from 45° to 120° after 158806 cycles. The Failure Assessment Diagram (FAD) of the pipe bend with 120° crack is superimposed on the FAD of the pipe bend with 45° crack. It is evident that the crack was safe against the unstable crack growth for the case of 45° crack. However, the crack growth resulted in unstable crack growth at a moment below the SD limit moment for the case of 120° crack. The effect of crack growth is shown to decrease the region of safety inside the FAD.
Fig. 68 Crack growth analysis for the pipe bend models with circumferential crack at the intrados under the combined effect of IPO bending moment and internal pressure

The Failure Assessment Diagrams obtained in this study are recommended to be used for the integrity assessment of cracked structures subjected to cyclic loadings since the load ratio is normalized using the SD limits obtained in this study utilizing the simplified technique while the load ratio used in the API 579 code and also R6 approach is normalized with respect to either the load that initiates yield or the load that causes plastic collapse.
CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions

The simplified technique and the Line Spring Model were utilized in order to generate the elastic shakedown boundary and Failure-Assessment-Diagrams of circumferentially cracked pipe bends. Experimental (limit load) and numerical (SIF and SD limit load) Verification studies are conducted. The Finite Element (FE) models results of this study agreed with both experimental and numerical results. The following observations were concluded from the current study:

- It was observed that long postulated cracks ($\Theta = 120^\circ$) on the intrados have remarkably decreased the SD limit of pipe bends subjected to the combined effect of steady internal pressure and cyclic IPO bending moment compared to the defect-free model.

- Pipe bend with cracks located at the extrados was subjected to IPC moments. It was shown that IPO moments caused more reduction in the SD boundary compared to IPC moment. Both the models subjected to IPO or IPC bending moments have cracks at the tension side to allow crack opening under loading.

- Limit loads of cracked pipe bends were considerably reduced for long cracks ($\Theta = 120^\circ$) while pipe bends have shown to be sustaining the presence of short cracks ($\Theta = 45^\circ$) without a considerable decrease on the SD boundary.
• A new procedure is developed for the integrity assessment of cracked structures; the proposed procedure utilized the simplified technique to obtain SD limit load and J-integral output from ELPL FE analyses.

• Increasing the internal pressure causes the safety region inside the FAD to decrease and also shortens the straight line that represents the LEFM region of the FAD; this effect has been noticed for all the models considered in the current work.

4.2 **Recommendations and future work**

• As a general conclusion from this study, it is recommended to introduce the SD limit load to the FAD for the use of the integrity assessment of cracked structures. J-integral obtained from ELPL fracture mechanics analyses is recommended to be utilized to obtain the toughness ratio (ordinate of the FAD) while the SD limit moment is utilized to obtain the load ratio of the diagram(abscissa of the FAD).

• The procedure adopted in this work is recommended to be applied to other pipe bend geometrical configurations such as long radius pipe bends and also for other (d_{in}/t) ratios that include both thin and thick shell categories.

• The procedure adopted in this work is recommended to be extended to investigate the presence of crack like flaws on other piping and pressure vessel components such as T-branches and nozzle-vessel intersections.
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Appendix (A)

Part-9 ASME FFS-1 API-1 Fitness-For-Service Assessment

Procedure for Crack-like Flaw

The Assessment procedure of structures with crack-like flaws can be summarized as follows:

1- Flaw and Damage Mechanism Identification

2- Applicability and Limitation of The Fitness-For-Service (FFS ) Assessment Procedure

Level 1 and level 2 assessments can only be applied if all the following conditions are satisfied:

- The component is not operated within the creep temperature range.
- The component is not subjected to significant dynamic loads.
- Loading and environmental conditions will not lead to crack growth (level 3 assessment can be applied if crack growth is anticipated)
- Level 1 assessment can be applied only for the following conditions:
  - Limiting conditions on component and flaw geometries:
    - The component is flat plate, cylinder, or sphere.
    - The maximum wall thickness of the component at the region of the crack like flaw is 38 mm.
    - The maximum crack length is 200 mm.
    - If any structural discontinuity exists, a minimum distance of $1.8 \sqrt{D_t}$ between the crack like flaw and the structural discontinuity should be existing.
Limiting conditions on component loads:

- The loading condition is only a pressure that produces membrane stresses only and does not introduce bending stresses.
- The resulting membrane stresses from the applied pressure should be within the allowable limits of the original construction code.

Limiting conditions on component material properties:

- The material is carbon steel which have the following properties:
  - Allowable stress < 172 MPa
  - Specified minimum yield strength ≤ 276 MPa
  - Specified minimum tensile strength ≤ 483 MPa
  - Fracture Toughness ≥ lower bound $K_{lc}$

- Level 3 assessment should be adopted for the following conditions:
  - The loading condition and the geometry are complicated which will result in a state of stress around the crack like flaw that needs advanced methods of solution
  - Loading and environmental conditions will result in potential active growth phase of the crack like flaw
  - High gradients of stresses, fracture toughness, yield, or tensile strength exist in the vicinity of the crack like flaw
Appendix (B)

R6 Defect Assessment Procedure

The R6 procedure was initially developed by the Central Electricity Generating Board (CEGB) in 1976 and then continually developed to account for the integrity assessment of defected structures in the various fields of industry. After the privatization of CEGB, improving and the continuous development of the R6 approach revisions has become the responsibility of British Energy. The R6 approach has witnessed 4 major revisions [59]. There are three main options that can be used to perform the assessment of the integrity of cracked structures by the R6 approach. Option one is a general purpose that is independent of the material, load and geometry. The Failure Assessment line is plotted using Eq (18) and the Cut-off ratio is defined using Eq. (19).

\[ f(L_r) = (1 - 0.14L_r^2)(0.3 + 0.7 \exp(-0.65L_r^2)) \]  

(18)

\[ L_{\max}^r = \frac{1}{2}(1 + \frac{\sigma_u}{\sigma_y}) \]  

(19)

Option 2 assessment procedure is more specific as it accounts for material's detailed stress-strain curve; however, it does not account for loads and geometrical configurations. Option 3 assessment is implemented by explicit J-integral analyses. Hence it depends on the structure's material properties, loading conditions, geometry and crack size. Option 3 of the R6 approach is utilized in the current work to generate the FAD and the assessment of integrity of cracked pipe bends.
Appendix (C)

Line Spring Element Formulation

Goncalves et. al. [53] summarized the theory behind the line spring model as follows: the governing equation that relates local forces \( N(x), M(x) \) to their local work conjugate displacement can be given as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
N(x) \\
M(x)
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
S_{11}(x) & S_{12}(x) \\
S_{21}(x) & S_{21}(x)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\delta(x) \\
\theta(x)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(20)

The Stiffness Matrix \( S \) is obtained by modeling the springs as plain strain single-edge notched specimen. The virtual work contribution of the element LS3S that is provided for Mode I failure on symmetry planes is given as:

\[
VW = \int \begin{bmatrix}
\delta_i^* \\
\theta_i^*
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
N_i \\
M_i
\end{bmatrix}
\] dL

(21)

Where \( \delta_i^* \) and \( \theta_i^* \) are virtual displacement and rotation, respectively. The element LS3S and LS6 are found in the element library of ABAQUS [54] and can be used to model part through cracks in conjugate with quadratic shell elements. The element stiffness matrix formulation of Eq (18) has three points Simpson's rule, consequently the element integration points are at the nodes.